
• No single-use plastics achieved in 2022

• Water saving appliances, fittings and initiatives

• Sensor-based systems to manage 
air-conditioning usage

• Motion-controlled electricity used in parts of 
the hotel

• Energy efficient lighting used

• Energy used from carbon-free sources

• All windows are double-glazed

• Sustainable bamboo accommodation keys used

• Soap and toiletry donation through Soap Aid

• Sustainably sourced suppliers

• Locally sourced suppliers

• Provides a diverse menu with vegetarian 
options

• Pulpmaster used as a highly sustainable food 
waste disposal service

• Recycling program implemented in the staff 
dining room

• Reduce water consumption in accommodation 
rooms

• Forgo housekeeping services for loyalty points

• Reuse towels

• Continued engagement with local charities such 
as Stand Tall and Royal Far West 

• Active Green Committee and Green Champion 
within departments

• Responsible purchasing policy to prioritise 
sustainable suppliers

• Discrimination, diversity and inclusion policy

• Commitment against forced labour

• Commitment to take part in the international 
effort to abolish child labour

• Offers Meeting Planner’s Net-Zero Carbon 
Calculator

• Safe disposal of electronics, batteries and 
lightbulbs

ROOMS

FOOD

HOW OUR GUESTS CAN TAKE ACTION

WHAT YOU DON’T SEE

OUR COMMITMENT TO 

Dr. Jerry Schwartz’ (hotel owner) solar farm in Hunter Valley

SUSTAINABILITY
At Sofitel Sydney Darling Harbour, we are committed to reducing our environmental impact. We 
believe that delivering thoughtful luxury while keeping the planet in mind is integral to providing 
exceptional hospitality experiences.

Sofitel Sydney Darling Harbour announced receiving full accreditation with Green Globe™ – the 
world’s leading certification for sustainable operation and management of travel and tourism 
worldwide. This accreditation sees the Darling Harbour icon as the first Sofitel hotel in the Pacific 
region to achieve this level of sustainability excellence.



DISCOVER NET-ZERO 
CARBON HOSPITALITY
Each year Accor hosts guests who seek hospitality to live, work and play. 
As an industry leader, Accor is prioritising the reduction of its environmental footprint to preserve our planet 
and its resources for future generations.

Introducing the Net Zero Carbon Calculator

Accor has worked together with myclimate, a Swiss non-profit organization and global leader in carbon 
accounting and climate protection, to introduce the Net Zero Carbon Calculator, giving you visibility of room 
nights and events footprints.

1. Visit accor.myclimate.org and select a calculator 
Calculate the carbon footprint of one or more room nights, a meeting or event, or simply balance emissions 
of any activity by entering the known or estimated emissions

2. Calculate your carbon emissions 
Complete the form by adding the total number of room nights and the hotel or all the elements of your 
event.

3. Offset carbon emissions by selecting a global project to support 
Select from a portfolio of international climate protection projects managed by myclimate. Portfolios are 
made up of high-quality carbon credits that support global sustainable development actions.

4. Pay via the website or request an invoice

5. Receive your certificate

https://www.sofitelsydneydarlingharbour.com.au/discover-net-zero-carbon-hospitality/

